
RESEARCH PAPER-BODY PARAGRAPHS 

Remember: Body Paragraphs must prove your thesis.  

Body Paragraph Structure: 
1. Topic Sentence that specifies which portion of the thesis the paragraph will address 

2. Concrete Detail (Cite your source!) 

3. Commentary 

4. Commentary 

5. Concrete Detail (Cite your source!) 

6. Commentary 

7. Commentary 

8. Concrete Detail (Cite your source!) 

9. Commentary  

10. Commentary 

(A concluding sentence may or may not be necessary to make your point. Don’t be redundant.) 

Note: This is a minimum requirement for each of the body paragraphs.  

You must have 3-5 body paragraphs.  No less than 3 body paragraphs, no more than 5.  

(The entire paper will be 5-7 paragraphs.) 

 

REQUIRED SOURCES: 
The following sources MUST be incorporated to prove your thesis. 

1. 3 high quality non-fiction texts (They must have passed the C.R.A.A.P. test!)  

2. Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby (must include at least 3-6 quotations from the novel) 

 

 

REMEMBER TO CITE YOUR SOURCES! AVOID PLAGIARISM. 

 

Two Important Times to Cite: 

1. When you share ideas or information from a source written in your own words and sentence structure. 

Give credit in the text of the sentence where the information is placed. Yes, you really must give credit 

even when you put it in your own words!  

 

EXAMPLE: Author’s last name in sentence, page number in parenthesis at the end. You should cite this 

way the first time you utilize a source in your paper. This example shows a print source; a web source 

would probably not have a page number. If you use a web source with a corporate author, use that name.  

 

- Wordsworth extensively explored the role of emotion in the creative process (263). 

 

2. When you find a key phrase, clause or portion of a sentence that you wish to use, place it in quotation 

marks. Provide a lead in with at least a few of your own words to provide context and that will flow 

smoothly into the quoted material. Use [brackets] when you change verb tense or form to help the quote 

flow with your words. 

 

- In The Great Gatsby, Nick says there is “something gorgeous” about Gatsby (Fitzgerald 10). 

- Human beings have been described as "symbol-using animals" (Burke 3). 

 

Other important information: 

If a reliable web-based article has a corporate author (i.e. History.com Staff), use that as the author. 

If a reliable web-based article has no author, use the article title (placed in quotation marks) or webpage 

title (in italics). If there is an article title, use that rather than the webpage title. It will be more accurate! 



Research writing: Connecting the Words of 

Others with Words of Your Own 

-------------------------------------------------------------- 

*SENTENCE FRAME TEMPLATES (remember to adjust these for your purposes– i.e., “some” becomes a specific noun 

or proper noun and removal of “I” statements when possible.) 

 
Capturing an Author’s Claims  

 X acknowledges that ______. 

 X agrees that _______. 

 X argues that ________. 

 X believes that _________. 

 X claims that __________. 

 X complains that __________. 

 X concedes that _______. 

 X demonstrates _________. 

 X emphasizes that _________. 

 X insists that ________. 

 X questions whether ________. 

 X reminds us that ________. 

 X reports that _______. 

 X suggests that ______. 
 

Introducing Quotations 

 X states, “_______.” 

 In the article, “Article Title, X reveals, “____.” 

 According to X, “______.” 

 In her book, ________, X maintains that “_________.” 

 Writing in the journal Commentary, X complains that “__________.” 

 In X’s view, “________.” 
 
To Alert Readers to an Elaboration of a Previous Idea 

 In other words, _________. 

 Basi 

 To put it another way, ____. 

 What X is saying here is that _______. 

 Ultimately, this demonstrates that ___________. 
 

Adding Metacommentary 

 In other words, _______. 

 What _______ means by this is ________. 

 Ultimately, this demonstrates that ______. 

 To put it another way, ________. 

 In sum, then, ________. 

 

 

*  REMEMBER –For print sources, a parenthetical citation with the page number will be needed as 

well, i.e. According to X, “________” (page). 


